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Appendix 3 
Recent Appeal Decisions 

 
 
Gallows Hill, Warwick (APP/T3725/A/2229398) 
 
Application for 450 dwellings. 
 
Contribution towards police premises, vehicles, ANPR cameras and staff set up costs. 
 
Decision of Secretary of State agreeing with Inspector. 
 
Key extracts from Inspector's report (paragraphs 354 and 464): 
 

354. Mr T Jones represents Warks and West Mercia Police Authority. He appeared at the 
Inquiry in a round table session to further provide evidence in support of the need for the 
financial contribution for police services that is included in the submitted S106 planning 
obligation agreement. There is supporting written evidence at OIP7, OIP22, and OIP23. The 
contribution is sought to support police services for the local area to accommodate the rising 
need generated by this new development. Appeal decisions by the Secretary of State have 
been submitted in support of such contributions APP/X2410/A/12/2173673 (Document 
OIP22) and APP/X2410/A/13/2196928/APP/X2410/A/13/2196929 (Document OIP23). In 
each case the Secretary of State agreed with the Inspector that the contributions were 
compliant with Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations. The Inspector’s Report for the first 
case noted that contributions had previously been supported in some appeals and not in 
others.  
 
464. The contributions for police services are similar to those which the Secretary of State 
has previously endorsed as compliant with Regulation 122 [354]. I consider that the CIL 
compliance statement shows that they are also compliant with Regulation 123 [353]. 

 
The Asps, Warwick (APP/T3725/A/14/2229398) 
 
Application for 900 dwellings. 
 
Contribution towards police premises, vehicles, ANPR cameras and staff set up costs. 
 
Decision of Secretary of State agreeing with Inspector. 
 
Key extract from Inspector's report (paragraphs 14.154 and 14.155): 
 

Police As set out in the CIL Compliance Schedule, the appellant is not satisfied that the 
arrangement is CIL compliant, with the Council being of the view that insufficient evidence 
was available to come to an informed view on the matter. However, no evidence was before 
the Inquiry to support these concerns. 
 
Having had sight of the Schedule, Warwickshire Police and West Mercia Police submitted 
further correspondence on the matter, dated 10 April 2015. They demonstrate that the 
arrangement has been arrived at after careful analysis of the current and planned levels of 
policing in the area. With reference to existing local deployment reflecting actual policing 
demands and local crime patterns, it is confirmed that five additional staff would be required 
to serve the development proposed. Policing of the area is delivered currently from three 
separate premises (in Warwick, Leamington and Leek Wootton) all of which are maintained 
to capacity. I am in no doubt therefore, that a new police office would need to be provided at 
the site, and fitted out, in order to accommodate the additional staff. I consider the 
arrangement to be necessary to make the development acceptable, it is directly related to 
the development proposed and to mitigating the impacts that it would generate, and it is 
reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. The arrangement therefore meets 
the relevant tests. Moreover, as a discrete project to which no more than five developments 
would contribute, I have no reason to suppose, on the basis of the information before me, 
that there would be any conflict with CIL Regulation 123. 
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Money Hill, Ashby de-la-Zouch, North Leicestershire (APP/G2435/A/14/222880)  
  

Application for 605 dwellings. 
 
Contribution towards a police vehicle, an ANPR camera and equipment, mobile CCTV camera, staff 
equipment and premises expansion. 
 
Decision of Secretary of State agreeing with Inspector. 
 
Key extract from Inspector's report (paragraphs 62 and 63): 
 

62. The obligations of the Undertaking, other than that to support Police operations, are all 
related to requirements of development plan policies and are all necessary to make the 
development acceptable in planning terms. They are all, furthermore, directly related to the 
development, are fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development, and are 
in place to mitigate the effects of the development. The Legal Agreement, setting aside the 
Police contribution, therefore complies with Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations 2010. 
Furthermore, taking into account the submissions of NWLDP, LCC and LP, the Agreement 
complies with Regulation 123 of the CIL Regulations 2010. 
  
63. The contribution of £219,029 towards Police infrastructure is not related to requirements 
of development plan policies. The figure has been arrived at following a close and careful 
analysis of the current levels of policing demand and deployment in Ashby. The proposed 
development, in terms of population increase, would have a quantifiable and demonstrable 
effect on the ability of the Police to carry out their statutory duties in the town. LP has not 
sought any contribution to some aspects of policing, such as firearms and forensics, but only 
for those aspects where there is no additional capacity. The contribution is thus fairly and 
reasonably related in scale and kind to the development and is directly related to that 
development. The contribution is necessary because the new housing that would be created 
would place a demonstrable additional demand on Police resources in Ashby. The financial 
contribution to Police operations thus satisfies Regulation 122 of the Community 
Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 and a provision of the Undertaking would ensure that 
the contribution also satisfies Regulation 123 of the Community Infrastructure Levy 
Regulations 2010. 
 

 
 


